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Trying to realize our ambitions, even if we don’t always meet them, is preferable to not havin
The following offers 10 ways to kick the procrastination habit!
1. Personal values development.
Take the time to find out what you really want in life, what your personal values are. Do you
2. Make health and high energy levels a priority.

Without good health we are less likely to have the energy and dynamism needed to make positive
3. Visualize your life without procrastination.

See and feel the benefits in your life if you didn’t procrastinate. What could you do and achi
4. Banish the Gremlin.

That little voice which runs on auto in your head - that dismisses any idea that you might hav
5. Over commitment.

Saying "yes" to everything - often leaves you feeling tired and without the energy to focus on
6. Set personal and professional goals.

It’s hard to motivate yourself when you don’t have a good idea of what you want to accomplish.
7. Prioritize Your Goals.

Develop a plan or schedule to help you reach your goals. In doing so you will begin to identif
8. Divide and conquer.

Once you’ve prioritized your goals, divide them into smaller chunks. Sometimes we procrastinat
9. Reward yourself.
Once you start to complete tasks, reward yourself by giving yourself something that you want.
10. Just get started.

No excuses. Don’t wait until you’re "in the mood". The mood never comes! It is a clever camouf

Do any of the above and you’ll be well on your way to Kicking the Procrastination Habit. And i
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